
 

 

 
 
 
 

Beaded Angel 
 
 

 

YOU WILL NEED: 
 

 47244: Beading Wire  

 10731: Safety Pins Size 2 (13) 

 28047: Beads (For Body) 

 28271: Beads 2 Packets (Skirt And Arms )  

 29326: Beads (Wings) 

 29070: Sequins (Halo) 

 29577: Pearl (For Head) 

 16863: Pearls 

 28653: Pliers 
 

 
 
 

   
# 49053 # 28047 # 10731 

 

 

 

 

1. HOW TO MAKE SKIRT  

1. On safety pin put 2 pearls, 2 beads & 2 pearls (make 13) 

2. Cut a piece of wire 30cms 

3. Thread the head of a pin 1 pearl, 1 bead & 1 pearl repeat till all pins are on wire and pattern 

complete.  (make sure all pins are facing the same direction with beads facing in or out) 

4. Twist wire together to form a circle (Cut excess wire off and push twisted wire in through pins.)   

5. Cut a piece of wire 20cms 

6. Thread through the eye of the safety pins form a circle and twist tight (Cut excess wire off and push 

twisted wire in through pins.)  

2. HOW TO MAKE BODY 

1. Cut a piece of wire 35cms (This will depend on how big you make your wings) 

2. Thread 1 pearl, 1 bead, 1 pearl, 1 bead & 1pearl 

 



 

 

 

 

3. Thread end of wire back through first two beads, leaving a small loop twist wire to form a hand  

4. Thread the rest of the wire through the body bead.  

5. Then thread wing beads on.  

(To the size you want your wings and count beads so you can make your wings the same size) 

6. Thread wire back through body bead and twist end to form wing. 

7. Then thread wing beads on for other wing. 

8. Thread wire back through body bead and twist end to form wing. 

9. Thread 1 pearl, 1 bead, 1 pearl,1 bead & 1pearl 

10. Thread end of wire back through first two beads, leaving a small loop twist wire to form a hand.  

11. Cut excess wire 

 

3. HOW TO PUT TOGETHER 

1. Cut a piece of wire 20cms 

2. Fold in half and thread though head bead and sequin. (Leave a loop and twist to make hanging loop) 

3. Split wire, Thread wire though body bead form each side (Pull tight but don’t pull hanging loop 

through) 

4. Thread wire from the body bead on to the skirt then twist and cut excess off 

5. You are now finished  

 

  


